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Urban Programming
an experiment revisited
“Last June, the team constituted by the metropolitan community of Pays de Flers (Orne)
and Urban Attitudes won the ACAD (Association of Consultants in Physical Planning and
Development) prize, awarded for “ understanding the relationship between contracting
authority and consultant ”. As a partner in this prize, Urban Features asked the consultant
to revisit its method of support, which inspired the community to reinforce is strategic and
operational vision of the Rochettes Champ de Foire neighborhood.”

Programmation urbaine : retour sur l’expérience de Flers
"En juin dernier, l'équipe constituée par la communauté d'agglomération du Pays de Flers
(Ornes) et attitudes urbaines remportait le prix Acad (Association des consultants en
aménagement et développement des territoires) récompensant "l'intelligence de la relation
entre maître d'ouvrage et consultant".
Partenaire de ce prix, Traits urbains a demandé au consultant de revenir sur sa méthode
d'accompagnement, qui a incité la collectivité à renforcer sa vision stratégique et opérationnelle
sur le quartier Rochettes Champ de Foire."
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(Orne) and Urban Attitudes won the ACAD (Association of Consultants in Physical Planning
and Development) prize, awarded for “ understanding the relationship between contracting
authority and consultant ”. As a partner in this prize, Urban Features asked the consultant to
revisit its method of support, which inspired the community to reinforce is strategic and
operational vision of the Rochettes Champ de Foire neighborhood.

The metropolitan community Pays de Flers (CAPF), the contracting authority, and
Urban Attitudes, the firm of assistance to the contracting authority (ACA), organized a
specific procedure to carry out a project of urban development in a rapidly-changing district,
the Rochettes Champ de Foire neighborhood. It was the joint reformulation of the initial order
that led the CAPF to take stock of the challenges and adopt an urban programming approach.
The initial ACA order was basically focused on the definition and conduct of the
process of definition contracts. In fact, it did not foresee any task in advance. The object of
this definition contract was to remedy the sectoral logic that characterized the context
(juxtaposition of neighborhoods and operations) by a global process of reflection to regulate
the neighborhood's transformation over the short, medium, and long term, and re-situate it
within a logic of development of the urban area.
The stakes were high for Flers (Orne), since the location of the Rochettes Champ de
Foire neighborhood, pivotal between downtown and the Saint-Sauveur neighborhood (PRU),
as well as the component programs it contains (library, music school, community centers,
schools...), gave it a key role in the development of the city and the coherence of the area.
Urban Attitudes put forward the following postulate : The project definition contract
constitutes a collective reflection that associates the contracting authority, its partners, and the
design teams. This reflection cannot, therefore, be strictly focused on the contribution of the
design teams chosen in the context of the contract. Preliminary work should enable the
contracting authority to reflect on the purpose of the neighborhood.
In addition, the initial order made no mention of expectations with regard to urban
programming, since the contracting authority considered that this should negotiated with and
by the design teams. Urban Attitudes suggested an alternative : that programming, which is
the intellectual apparatus of the contracting authority, should be examined relative to the
contracting authority and by the contracting authority, supported by the consultant.
Programming does indeed pertain to the responsibility of the contracting authority,
and cannot therefore be delegated to third parties, which have other interests. Programming

cannot be merged with the act of design : it is its independence that guarantees a rational,
evaluable dialogue with the designers. Contracting authority, consultants, and designers
therefore carried out an experiment “ on the fly ”. Confrontation with questions and issues
from local area to neighborhood areas led to the production of a reference context (qualitative
feasibility and urban design) that today enables the guidance of various actions on the
neighborhood.

The Teams

Design teams selected to participate in the definition contract:
▪Agent : Gestin Rousseau Team (urbanism, architecture, programming) with Ecce
Terra (landscaping), Pierres et eau (sustainable development, roads and utilities, economy).
▪Agent : La Fabrique Urbaine Team (urbanism), with Babylone (landscape), Schéma
(roads and utilities), ECRH (economy).
▪Agent : Cité Architecture Team (urbanism, architecture and landscape), with ID
Conseil (sustainable development), Charré Conseil (transportation), TCI aménagement (roads
and utilities), ATEEC (economy), BIELEC (lighting design).

Team selected for the task of directing development :
▪La Fabrique Urbaine
From the initial order to the reformulated order
● From a “ classical ” goal of a definition contract with project supervision thrown in,
a shift was made to a goal without project supervision. The principle was to prefer that one of
the design teams be assigned to lead development, instead of a project supervision assignment
that risked giving rise to commercial and “ authorial ” competition over the definition of
architectural or urban objects, to the detriment of shared reflection.
● From a definition contract without programmed order, a shift was made to
proposing a genuine phase prior to the contract, enabling the establishment of an initial preprogram.
● From splitting the definition contract into two phases, one collective and the other
individual, a shift was made to a single collective phase. The principle consisted in favoring
dialogue throughout the definition contract, to avoid the drawbacks of a disguised
competition and facilitate the examination of programmatic reframing.
● From programmatic reframing in midstream, a shift was made to regular microreframings throughout the definition contract. This principle allowed the programming/design

iteration to be facilitated, to the benefit of regularly constructing the guiding programming
thread.
● From a consultation of residents, stipulated in the book of specifications, a shift was
made to a participative approach involving the neighborhood inhabitants. The principle was
to move from a logic of communication to a logic of co-production with the population
involved in the life of the neighborhood, whether occasionally or on a daily basis.
The reformulation of the order give rise to a reflection on the programmatic nature of
the Rochettes Champ de Foire neighborhood.
These objectives could be brought to light quickly, owing to the high level of
ambition of the CAPF and its partners. This level of ambition was revealed, in particular, by
the choice – debated “ in-house” (elected officials, development council) before the launching
of the ACA assignment – of a broad scope of action for the establishment of an urban project
that could inscribe the neighborhood within its urban area, and even within its region.
This examination allowed a better treatment of the debate between communal and
intercommunal objectives, and an increase in the choices of natures of activities and usages
apt to inhabit the neighborhood areas.

Method of investigation

The method of investigation adopted was the one generally used in the context of
urban programming assignments : tours and analysis of the site ; interviews, individually or in
groups, with persons who are pivotal resources for the order ; thematic or sectoral working
groups ; collection and analysis of documents ; public policies, descriptive data, physical
site ... However, particular attention was paid to articulating this exploration with the work of
forums for reflection and decision-making.

Stages of the process and role of the consultants

Three main stages marked this assignment : the stage prior to the definition contract
for the reformulation of the order, the preliminary diagnosis and its programmatic scenarios ;
the definition contract ; the post-definition contract stage, for framing the assignment of
managing development.
Beforehand, an initial sequence covered the period between the consultation and the
very beginning of the assignment. It allowed the order to be framed, in response to the need
for conferring on method and for elaborating a programmatic order destined for the
participants in the definition contract. A second sequence was devoted to the preliminary
diagnosis. It allowed the contextual data (stakeholders and documentation) to be collected and

analysed, and for the diagnosis to be corroborated on the basis of a broad consultation with
elected officials, public services, and inhabitants. This sequence led to the establishment of
the initial pre-program. Finally, a last sequence was devoted to the organization of
consultation of the urban designers (analysis of candidacies and offers).
The procedure of the definition contract properly so called was characterized by its
progressive nature, in favor of appropriation and dialogue between participants. This stage
was marked by several sequences : the launch, with presentation of the order to the design
teams and collective tour of the site ; the diagnosis – orientations, with critical analysis of the
order by the teams (with the consulting firm focusing on favoring the emergence of issues and
pivotal orientations that would constitute the foundation for future propositions) ; the
elaboration of a reference framework, in the form of scenarios highlighting the unique nature
of each proposition by the design team ; close-ups on the key sectors identified in the initial
order and during the diagnosis, in-depth study enabling the relevance of the reference
framework to be verified ; completion of the reference framework, integrating the in-depth
studies sector by sector and the associated operational conditions (credit arrangement,
financial estimation...).
As far as the post- definition contract stage is concerned, it entailed occasional
dialogue between the CAPF and Urban Attitudes about the contents of the book of
specifications of the development management assignment. Another unique feature of the
procedure was a participatory process intended to take advantage of the inhabitants' expertise
in questions of use. Small-scale working groups (4 groups of 12 persons each) held meetings
throughout the process. These groups were to examine the programmatic content ; that is, the
general interest, not the urban design, which remained the prerogative of the design teams.
Only the ACA and the public services took part in these sessions. Elected officials were not
included in it, of their volition, but they were informed immediately of the work's progress.
This participatory process took place in four stages : a public meeting prior to the
definition contract to provide information on the study, the participatory process, and to
organize the sessions to follow (recruitment...) ; a session of “ on the fly ” diagnostics to tour
the site with the inhabitants enrolled in the participatory process, according to an itinerary and
stopping-points that had been determined in advance ; a session of presentation of the teams'
work on the diagnostic level – initial orientations ; a session for presenting the reference
framework.

Mobilization of authorities and working method

Urban Attitudes wished that the forums for reflection and decision-making that had
been mobilized for the project should work in synergy. This was made possible thanks to the

strong articulation between working meetings (technical committees, groups of inhabitants,
workshops) and steering committees. A process of reflection, debriefing on outstanding
orientations and questions, transfer of the conclusions of the debriefing to the steering
committee, record of decisions and questions, examination of the file on that basis ... ran as a
continuous loop.
Organizing collaboration between the participants in the urban project is essential to
respond to the issues of a contemporary urbanism focused increasingly on partnerships and
negotiated action. This broad partnership, which involves those who govern, finance, manage,
and inhabit the urban space, turns out to unite actors with contradictory interests. The urban
programming carried out prior to and during the definition contract enabled the parties to be
brought together around a life-project that gives its political and social meaning to the urban
project, articulating the parties around the general interest.
When the CAPF began to give serious thought to the development of the Rochettes
Champ de Foire neighborhood, situated in the heart of its territory, carrying out an urban
project turned out to be something completely new for it. The scope of the territory to be
examined, managing the number of actors involved, and the diversity of skills to be engaged
and articulated constituted highly complex issues.
The procedure of urban programming it chose to adopt enabled it to examine the
urban project and control its order, by crystallizing public and regional policies into the urban
project. It provided the basis for the level of ambition of the urban contracting authority,
questioned and defined the vocation of a developing neighborhood and the usages that would
“ inhabit ” the space (life-project : For whom ? Why ? What ?), and conditioned the urban
composition order of what was to formalize the cultural and spatial reality of the urban
project.
Urban programming is a factory of meaning (of value and contents for the role and
the quality of our spaces) and of processes (project management). It presupposes a concerted
procedure that by reformulating contexts (usages, spaces, actors), problematizes a
clarification of the issues emerging from it, which provide structure to reflection. On this
shared basis, it constructs scenarios for the field of possibilities for the urban area. Finally, it
inspires a roadmap that accompanies and mobilizes the contracting authority and its partners
in the controlled, virtuous and durable transformation of the neighborhood over the short,
medium, and long term.
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<Légende illustration p. 40>:

The Rochettes Champ de Foire neighborhood acts as a link between downtown and
the Saint-Sauveur neighborhood

<Légende illustration p. 42:>

Sessions of diagnosis “ on the fly ” in the context of the participatory process

0. The forum : meeting place
1. The clinic
2. Fairground square – Constant Gayet Park
3. Memory Chapel and its park
4. François Mitterrand esplanade
5. Duhazé castle and its park
6. The Chaudeberge center
7. Vacant lot
8. Sonofoque site
9. The future school bus station. Back to the forum.

